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The Secure Online Business: E-Commerce, It Functionality & Business ContinuityKogan Page, 2003
The effective management of risks online is likely to be the greatest business enabler / destroyer of the next decade. Clearly, organizations that do not move to full e-commerce functionality are unlikely to flourish; whereas those that ignore cyber crime and the "dark side" of the Internet are likely to get badly burnt.
 This...
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A Model for Calculating Interconnection Costs in TelecommunicationsWorld Bank Publications, 2003
The liberalization of the telecommunications markets in Sub-Saharan Africa led to increased competition on the provision and pricing of communication services. But, due to the lack of appropriate regulatory tools, newly established regulators are poorly equipped to arbitrate increasing interconnection disputes between competing operators. 
...
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Risk Analysis: Assessing Uncertainties Beyond Expected Values and ProbabilitiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Everyday we face decisions that carry an element of risk and uncertainty. The ability to analyze, predict, and prepare for the level of risk entailed by these decisions is, therefore, one of the most constant and vital skills needed for analysts, scientists and managers.    

    Risk analysis can be defined as a systematic use of...
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Technology, Design and Process Innovation in the Built Environment (Spon Research)Taylor & Francis, 2009
Buildings and infrastructure represent principal assets of any national economy as well as prime sources of environmental degradation. Making them more sustainable represents a key challenge for the construction, planning and design industries and governments at all levels; and the rapid urbanisation of the 21st century has turned this...
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Integrated Auditing of ERP SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	This book is designed not to provide detailed audit/review programs for ERP systems but to underline the main concepts involved in each major phase of the ERP life cycle, as well as the major components of ERP systems of special interest to auditors. It is intended to familiarize the reader with the built-in controls in the ERP architecture...
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Radiation Dose from Adult and Pediatric Multidetector Computed Tomography (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2007


	The use of computed tomography (CT) has seen enormous growth over the past decade.

	In the US, approximately 63 million examinations were performed in 2005 (Niagara

	Health Quality Coalition 2004) compared to 35 million in 2000. The increased number

	of clinical applications (e.g., in emergency and trauma, paediatric, cardiac, and...
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A Statistical Guide for the Ethically PerplexedCRC Press, 2012

	For disciplines concerned with human well-being, such as medicine, psychology, and law, statistics must be used in accordance with standards for ethical practice. A Statistical Guide for the Ethically Perplexed illustrates the proper use of probabilistic and statistical reasoning in the behavioral, social, and biomedical...
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Peripheral Arterial Disease: Diagnosis and Treatment (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2002

	Recognized experts comprehensively review the clinical, surgical, radiological, and scientific aspects of atherosclerotic peripheral arterial disease (PAD), including endovascular, gene, and drug therapies. In their far-ranging discussions, the authors examine in depth the risk factors and antiplatelet therapies for PAD patients at high risk...
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Developmental ImmunotoxicologyCRC Press, 2004

	Despite rapidly increasing interest in developmental immunotoxicology, there is not yet a textbook focused on this hot area of research. Developmental Immunotoxicology fills the void with overviews of immune system development in experimental animal and human models, and discusses the complex issues related to the evolution of developmental...
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Complementary and Alternative Medicine and Multiple SclerosisDemos Medical Publishing, 2006

	The first edition of Alternative Medicine and Multiple Sclerosis quickly became the single source for accurate and unbiased information on a wide range of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) approaches that can aid both in the management of multiple sclerosis symptoms and in promoting general health and wellness. The second...
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Using the Internet Safely For Seniors For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
The Internet is amazing, but the risks you’ve heard about are real, too. You can avoid being a victim of online crime with the simple steps for staying safe online that you’ll find in Using the Internet Safely For Seniors For Dummies.
    Here’s the guide you need to steer safely through the hazards so you can shop,...
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Medical Imaging: Essentials for PhysiciansJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	"An excellent primer on medical imaging for all members of the medical profession . . . including non-radiological specialists. It is technically solid and filled with diagrams and clinical images illustrating important points, but it is also easily readable . . . So many outstanding chapters . . . The book uses little mathematics...
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